Achieve results with reports
The information you need, at your fingertips

Nucleus is the premier inventory management solution for community oncology.

Properly managing drug inventory is the first step in gaining financial and operational control of your practice. In today’s challenging market, it can help improve productivity, manage inventory, and minimize operating costs for your practice.

Each Nucleus user in your practice can access our secure portal through a web browser as well as through the smart dispensing stations.

To help you manage your valuable drug inventory, we offer more than fifty unique reports which are designed to help improve revenue and bring additional value to your practice.

Billing and cost information is accessed in a HIPAA-compliant manner directly from your workstation. All reports can be downloaded as a PDF or Excel file with specific data filter options available.

For your convenience, these reports can be automatically scheduled and emailed. Our dedicated report analysts will customize reports for your practice, at no charge.

• View inventory history, cost values, and current pricing to compare revenue trends

• Identify common shrinkage items and create favorites to keep track of stocking inaccuracies

• Reduce your inventory costs by eliminating unused product

• Optimize revenue cycle management by identifying overlooked charges

• Analyze your product inventory to phase out drugs that did not generate revenue

• Capture and report NDC for each unit of measure based on Blue Cross Blue Shield standards

• Compare scheduled patients from your EMR with product inventory to lower ‘days on hand’
“The reporting functionality in the Nucleus portal is very helpful. It allows me to monitor the activities of our nine cancer specialist clinics from the convenience of my desk. The reports have helped me manage inventory, track process issues, monitor upcoming expired drugs, and view unused products – just to name a few.”
Essential Nucleus reports

Inventory management

Inventory snapshot cost
Detailed list of inventory including item names, position, PAR level, total quantity on hand, cost on hand, and method of dispense

Audit summary
A summary of audit transactions by station

Transfer cost
Tracks the transfer process with from/to information and associated cost

Inventory purchase comparison
Compare items assigned in Nucleus with what was purchased and shipped from Oncology Supply.

Condensed inventory
Lists all products and current quantities for items stored in Nucleus, and can be filtered by practice, clinic, station, or door

Billing management

Billing form
Displays the amount of billing units per patient, by J-Code and NDC

Superbill
Displays billing units dispensed per patient and determines the amount to be submitted to the payer

Charges and credits
Displays the net sum of all transactions per patient with associated dispense, waste, and return amounts

Billing usage statement
Displays a total amount of billable and inventory units dispensed over a selected period of time

BCBS/NDC unit of measure conversion
Meets Blue Cross Blue Shield Requirements to bill by NDC and units of measure, and displays detailed information per transaction
Innovative analytics

Cost analysis
Provides a total cost of Nucleus inventory restocks and dispenses along with the average cost per dispensing day

Inventory turnover analysis
Shows, for each month, the average cost of inventory, turnover rate, and the cost of goods sold (dispensed)

Unused product
Provides total invested value in unused inventory

Shrinkage summary
Presents actual inventory against projected inventory, to show inventory loss

Usage report
Lists product usage for a selected time period, grouped by clinic, then station

Just-in-time inventory

Demand order for EMR
Compares scheduled orders from participating EMRs with quantity on hand to provide recommendations for inventory to purchase

Coming soon: future order refill
Recommends product to order by comparing scheduled dispenses with actual quantity on hand
82,000
Nucleus reports generated monthly

14,500
active portal users

1,100+
Nucleus solutions across the USA
We are united in our responsibility to create healthier futures.

For more details on Nucleus and to schedule a demo, contact your Oncology Supply representative, call 800.633.7555 or visit www.oncologysupply.com/nucleus.